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Designing The Iphone User Experience A User
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Iphone Apps Suzanne Ginsburg
The four-volume set LNCS 8012, 8013, 8014 and 8015 constitutes the proceedings of
the Second International Conference on Design, User Experience, and Usability, DUXU
2013, held as part of the 15th International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2013, held in Las Vegas, USA in July 2013, jointly with 12 other
thematically similar conferences. The total of 1666 papers and 303 posters presented
at the HCII 2013 conferences was carefully reviewed and selected from 5210
submissions. These papers address the latest research and development efforts and
highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers
accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer
Interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in
a variety of application areas. The total of 282 contributions included in the DUXU
proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this four-volume set.
The 67 papers included in this volume are organized in the following topical sections:
cross-cultural and intercultural user experience; designing for the learning and culture
experience; designing for the health and quality of life experience; and games and
gamification.
Today's .NET developers are intrigued by what the iPhone and iPad apps landscape
has to offer. Admit it: you're one of them. Apple's App Store has hundreds of thousands
of apps, and yours can be among them. iPhone and iPad app development using the
iOS software development kit is one of the most appealing environments available for
mobile technology. Migrating to iPhone and iPad for .NET Developers helps .NET
programmers get started creating iPhone and iPad apps using the iOS software
development kit. Start with a crash course on development using iOS. Then, find out
whether you want to use Xcode instead of Visual Studio, and prepare yourself for the
migration from C# to Objective-C! You'll learn how your existing .NET skills can map
most efficiently to the iOS development environment. Next, you'll really get coding with
Objective-C and the iOS software development kit. You'll build your skills and enhance
your apps with visually appealing, dynamic user interfaces and pushing/pulling data
from a database though events and more. Discover the wonders of the Cocoa library,
and learn new ways to do things you already know like the back of your hand in the
.NET environment. Nearing the finish line, you'll build your first complete iPhone or iPad
app, and extend your iPhone app features—for example, by using third-party libraries.
Once you have created that first iPhone or iPad app, we'll walk you through making it
available on the App Store. Migrating to iPhone and iPad for .NET Developers even
offers tips on how to market your apps to new customers. When you finish reading
Migrating to iPhone and iPad for .NET Developers, you'll be an iOS apps developer as
well as a .NET developer, in today's competitive and fun mobile landscape!
User Experience (UX) can be strongly influenced by behavioral factors such as
emotions, beliefs, preferences and even cultural backgrounds. Being aware of this,
Web designers keep developing strategies to improve the overall UX with the help of
storytelling, tools for problem solving, relationship engineering and costumer service
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improvement. This Smashing eBook User Experience Design provides you with insights
on how to improve your website based on the most important UX principles. TABLE OF
CONTENTS - Why User Experience Cannot Be Designed - Design Is About Solving
Problems - A Design Is Only As Deep As It Is Usable - Designing The Well Tempered
Web - Better User Experience With Storytelling Part 1 - Better User Experience With
Storytelling Part 2 - Relationship Engineering Part 1 - Relationship Engineering Part 2 Taking A Customer From Like To Love: The UX Of Long Term Relationships - Idiots,
Drama Queens And Scammers: Improving Customer Service with UX
The three-volume set LNCS 10288, 10289, and 10290 constitutes the proceedings of
the 6th International Conference on Design, User Experience, and Usability, DUXU
2017, held as part of the 19th International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, HCII 2017, in Vancouver, BC, Canada, in July 2017, jointly with 14 other
thematically similar conferences. The total of 1228 papers presented at the HCII 2017
conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4340 submissions. These
papers address the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human
aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major
advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of application areas.
The total of 168 contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in this three-volume set. LNCS 10288: The 56
papers included in this volume are organized in topical sections on design thinking and
design philosophy; aesthetics and perception in design; user experience evaluation
methods and tools; user centered design in the software development lifecycle; DUXU
education and training. LNCS 10289: The 56 papers included in this volume are
organized in topical sections on persuasive and emotional design; mobile DUXU;
designing the playing experience; designing the virtual, augmented and tangible
experience; wearables and fashion technology. LNCS 10290: The 56 papers included
in this volume are organized in topical sections on information design; understanding
the user; DUXU for children and young users; DUXU for art, culture, tourism and
environment; DUXU practice and case studies.
The ultimate portable handbook for designers, students, and educators, The Pocket
Universal Methods of Design, Revised and Expanded, is updated to include 125
methods of design knowledge to keep teams as well as solo practitioners sharp.
Apple's iPhone and iPod Touch not only feature the world's most powerful mobile
operating system, they also usher in a new standard of human-computer interaction
through gestural interfaces and multi-touch navigation. This book provides you with a
hands-on, example-driven tour of UIKit, Apple's user interface toolkit, and includes
common design patterns to help you create new iPhone and iPod Touch user
experiences. Using Apple's Cocoa Touch framework, you'll learn how to build
applications that respond in unique ways when users tap, slide, swipe, tilt, shake, or
pinch the screen. Programming the iPhone User Experience is a perfect companion to
Apple's Human Interface Guidelines, and provides the practical information you need to
develop innovative applications for the iPhone and iPod Touch, whether you're a CTO,
developer, or UI/UX designer. Understand the basics of the Cocoa Touch framework for
building iPhone and iPod Touch applications Learn theory and best practices for using
Cocoa Touch to develop applications with engaging and effective user interfaces Apply
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your knowledge of Objective-C to the iPhone/iPod Touch framework Customize
standard UIKit views according to Apple's Human Interface Guidelines and usability
principles Learn patterns for handling user experience concerns outside of the
interface, such as network- and location-awareness
With the millions of apps in the crowded Apple iTunes App Store, it can be difficult to
get your apps noticed. How can you make your app stand out from the crowd and get it
the reviews it deserves? iOS Wow Factor shows you how to get noticed! It explains
how to go beyond the basics and where to "break the rules" to give your users a "wow"
experience! You'll learn to use standard controls, as well as to create non-standard
controls and high-impact custom interactions to realize truly compelling app designs.
Get grounded in Apple's Human Interface Guidelines (HIG) so that you can appreciate
all its wisdom. From that excellent foundation, move beyond the HIG and learn how to
ensure that all your apps have that "wow" factor. Learn all about user experience (UX)
design techniques, with and beyond Apple's HIG, and how to move your apps out of
mundane design and into innovative user experiences. Examine the characteristics and
constraints of the iOS platform and how to leverage its strengths to maximum effect in
your apps. iOS Wow Factor explains what makes a successful mobile app design, and
how to apply those principles of success to your own apps. Once you get the iOS Wow
Factor into your apps, you can watch your app adoption rate increase and gain the
traction it needs to succeed and earn a profit in the Apple iTunes App Store. Find out
everything you'll need to "wow" your future customers!
Designing the iPhone User Experience provides an end-to-end overview of the usercentered design process, specifically for iPhone applications. After reading this book
you will know how to: Conduct upfront user and competitive research to inform your
app's vision statement, also known as the "Production Definition Statement."
Brainstorm, sketch, and prototype your app concepts. The prototypes covered take
many different forms, from simple paper to scripted videos. Refine your app's user
interface and visual design, using best practices based on established design
principles. Make.

With over 100,000 iPhone applications and 125,000 registered iPhone
developers, is it still possible to create a top-selling app that stands apart from
the six-figure crowd? Of course, but you'll need more than a great idea and
flawless code—an eye-catching and functional user interface design is essential.
With this book, you'll get practical advice on user interface design from 10
innovative developers who, like you, have sat wondering how to best utilize the
iPhone's minimal screen real estate. Their stories illustrate precisely why, with
more apps and more experienced, creative developers, no iPhone app can
succeed without a great user interface. Whatever type of iPhone project you have
in mind—social networking app, game, or reference tool—you'll benefit from the
information presented in this book. More than just tips and pointers, you'll learn
from the authors' hands-on experiences, including: Dave Barnard of App Cubby
on how to use Apple's user interface conventions and test for usability to assure
better results Joachim Bondo, creator of Deep Green Chess, beats a classic
design problem of navigating large dataset results in the realm of the iPhone
Former Apple employee Dan Burcaw tailors user interfaces and adds the power
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of CoreLocation, Address Book, and Camera to the social networking app,
Brightkite David Kaneda takes his Basecamp project management client,
Outpost, from a blank page (literally) to a model of dashboard clarity Craig
Kemper focuses on the smallest details to create his award-winning puzzle
games TanZen and Zentomino Tim Novikoff, a graduate student in applied math
with no programming experience, reduces a complex problem to simplicity in
Flash of Genius: SAT Vocab Long-time Mac developer Chris Parrish goes into
detail on the creation of the digital postcard app, Postage, which won the 2009
Apple Design Award Flash developer Keith Peters provides solutions for bringing
games that were designed for a desktop screen to the small, touch-sensitive
world of the iPhone Jürgen Siebert, creator of FontShuffle, outlines the anatomy
of letters and how to select the right fonts for maximum readability on the iPhone
screen Eddie Wilson, an interactive designer, reveals the fine balance of
excellent design and trial-by-fire programming used to create his successful app
Snow Report Combined with Apress' best-selling Beginning iPhone 3
Development: Exploring the iPhone SDK, you'll be prepared to match great code
with striking design and create the app that everyone is talking about.
UX design isn’t a new field. But sometimes new approaches lead to new
perspectives. In this book, you’ll learn how lean UX has made the whole
discipline more approachable and attractive to startups, and you’ll see that UX
issues aren’t just a quick fix, but should also address big-picture issues.
Sometimes, the solution to a problem is just to fix a broken UX. At other times,
you need to constantly fine-tune in order to keep up with changing demands.
You’ll also explore wireframing techniques, research planning and design bias.
TABLE OF CONTENTS - Interaction Design In The Cloud - Lean Startup Is Great
UX Packaging - Fitting Big-Picture UX Into Agile Development - You Already
Know How To Use It - Fixing A Broken User Experience - Beyond Wireframing:
The Real-Life UX Design Process - Stop Redesigning And Start Tuning Your Site
Instead - Designer Myopia: How To Stop Designing For Ourselves - The UX
Research Plan That Stakeholders Love
Anyone with programming experience can learn how to write an iPhone app. But
if you want to build a great app, there's a lot more to it than simple coding: you
also need to know how design and market your creation. This easy-to-follow
guide walks you through the entire process, from sketching out your idea to
promoting the finished product. Get to know the tools for developing your iPhone
app Design a great app before you start coding Build a complex app with Xcode
and Interface Builder Decide how to brand your app-then beta-test that brand in
the real world Learn the inside scoop on how to get your app into the App Store
Promote your product, track sales, and build a strong customer following
This handy, pocket-version of the Universal Methods of Design provides the
same thorough and critical presentation of 100 research methods,
synthesis/analysis techniques, and research deliverables for human centered
design. And now it’s delivered in a concise, accessible format that fits in any bag
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or purse! Each method of research is distilled down to its most powerful essence,
in a format that will help design teams select and implement the most credible
research methods best suited to their design culture within the constraints of their
projects.
Looks at the hardware and iOS application styles of the iPhone, offers advice on
conducting user and competitive research, and includes case study interviews
with iPhone designers and developers.
Make an app from start to finish on your own or with a dedicated team. This book
is your all-in-one, go-to resource for designing, building, and marketing, a
trending app that others flock to buy. Use detailed analysis to decide what
designs you should choose and whether you should learn to code or hire
someone else to do the trench work for you. If you plan carefully and make
intelligent decisions when establishing your viral app business, you will find
success on the App Store. Remember, though, the App Store is not a lottery.
Apps are not randomly featured, and it is not happenstance that makes your app
successful. Luck and fortuitous timing tempered by hard work and a good app
idea are key factors to success. You can't aimlessly create an app, throw it on
the App Store, and watch the dollars roll in. You’ll get back what you put in. This
book lays the foundation and outlines the skills needed by aspiring entrepreneurs
with no coding experience for selling a killer app. What You'll Learn Design apps
that are impressive, wow users, and most importantly, are easy to use. Build a
business model around an app that turns a profit Determine when its OK to build
your own app or when it's better to hire a third party to do so. Who This Book Is
For Small business owners who want to create an app, but have no programming
experience
This book covers the various aspects of developing web-based applications for
iOS. Over the past four years, the iPhone and iPad have been amazingly
successful. Because of this success, application developers are entering a world
of sophisticated, multifunctional mobile applications. Now mobile web-based
applications can bring together web apps, native apps, multimedia video and
audio, and the mobile device itself. By using this book you will learn how to
create a mobile application from beginning to end, utilizing open source
frameworks to speed up development times, emulate the look and feel of built-in
Apple applications, capture finger touch interactions, and optimize applications
for Wi-Fi and wireless networks. The book introduces you to the web application
platform for iOS. It also guides you through the process of building new
applications from scratch as well as migrating existing web applications to this
new mobile platform. By doing this, the book helps readers design a user
interface that is optimized for iOS touch-screen displays and integrate their
applications with iPhone services, including Phone, Mail, Google Maps, and
GPS. This book is aimed at beginning and intermediate web developers who
want to learn how to build new applications for iOS or migrate existing web apps
to this platform. In general, you will find it helpful if you have a working knowledge
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of these technologies: HTML/XHTML CSS JavaScript Ajax
Taking a hands-on learning approach, Foundation iPhone App Development:
Build An iPhone App in 5 Days with iOS 6 SDK quickly enables existing
programmers to become familiar and comfortable coding Objective-C using
Xcode 4.5, Storyboarding and the iOS 6 SDK to create apps for the iPhone. Nick
Kuh, an experienced, Apple award-winning developer, will teach readers how to
build an iOS 6 iPhone app from start to finish in 5 days. During a 5-day process
you will learn how to build a professional, custom-designed, object-oriented
iPhone App. You’ll start with a PhotoShop PSD design and an app idea. Then,
throughout the remainder of the book, Nick will guide you through each stage of
building the app. But it’s you who will build the app. You will learn how to think
like an app developer, how to turn an idea into a beautiful iPhone app. In addition
to the code and programming practices introduced, the book includes numerous
tips, tricks and lessons learned to help new iPhone App developers succeed on
the App Store: SEO, in-app marketing approaches and how to win more 5 star
reviews. The 5-day learning process is divided into the following key stages: Day
1 begins with the initial planning, paper prototyping and Photoshop design
phases of an app idea. You’ll learn how to provision your iOS apps for
deployment to your iPhone. By the end of your first day you’ll get to learn on the
job, creating an Object-Oriented Black Jack Game that implements the Model
View Controller paradigm in Objective C. Day 2 is all about Storyboarding:
creating and connecting all of the user interface views of our app. Day 3 begins
with table views and data population. By the end of the third day you’ll be kneedeep in Core Data: building a data model and creating an editable, persistent
data storage solution for your app. By Day 4 you’ll be learning how to
communicate with Facebook using Apple’s new Social framework introduced in
iOS 6. Day 5 kicks off with code and methods to add in-app social network
marketing to your app. With your completed app you’ll then learn how to submit
an App to Apple alongside numerous tips and tricks to improve your chances of
success and visibility in this unique marketplace. From start to finish, this book
inherits Nick’s tried and tested methods to build beautiful native iPhone Apps
efficiently. After reading and using this book, you’ll come away with a core iOS
development process and coding concepts that can be re-used and applied to
your own iPhone app projects. Moreover, you’ll gain an understanding of how to
architect your own apps, write reusable code and implement best practices for
faster productivity and maybe even make some money, too.
The world of smart shoes, appliances, and phones is already here, but the
practice of user experience (UX) design for ubiquitous computing is still relatively
new. Design companies like IDEO and frogdesign are regularly asked to design
products that unify software interaction, device design and service design -which are all the key components of ubiquitous computing UX -- and practicing
designers need a way to tackle practical challenges of design. Theory is not
enough for them -- luckily the industry is now mature enough to have tried and
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tested best practices and case studies from the field. Smart Things presents a
problem-solving approach to addressing designers' needs and concentrates on
process, rather than technological detail, to keep from being quickly outdated. It
pays close attention to the capabilities and limitations of the medium in question
and discusses the tradeoffs and challenges of design in a commercial
environment. Divided into two sections, frameworks and techniques, the book
discusses broad design methods and case studies that reflect key aspects of
these approaches. The book then presents a set of techniques highly valuable to
a practicing designer. It is intentionally not a comprehensive tutorial of usercentered design'as that is covered in many other books'but it is a handful of
techniques useful when designing ubiquitous computing user experiences. In
short, Smart Things gives its readers both the "why" of this kind of design and the
"how," in well-defined chunks. Tackles design of products in the post-Web world
where computers no longer have to be monolithic, expensive general-purpose
devices Features broad frameworks and processes, practical advice to help
approach specifics, and techniques for the unique design challenges Presents
case studies that describe, in detail, how others have solved problems, managed
trade-offs, and met successes
The two-volume set LNCS 6769 + LNCS 6770 constitutes the proceedings of the
First International Conference on Design, User Experience, and Usability, DUXU
2011, held in Orlando, FL, USA in July 2011 in the framework of the 14th
International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2011,
incorporating 12 thematically similar conferences. A total of 4039 contributions
was submitted to HCII 2011, of which 1318 papers were accepted for publication.
The total of 154 contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. The papers are organized in
topical sections on DUXU theory, methods and tools; DUXU guidelines and
standards; novel DUXU: devices and their user interfaces; DUXU in industry;
DUXU in the mobile and vehicle context; DXU in Web environment; DUXU and
ubiquitous interaction/appearance; DUXU in the development and usage
lifecycle; DUXU evaluation; and DUXU beyond usability: culture, branding, and
emotions.
In 2007, Apple released the iPhone. With this release came tools as revolutionary
as the internet was to businesses and individuals back in the mid- and latenineties: Apps. Much like websites drove (and still drive) business, so too do
apps drive sales, efficiencies and communication between people. But also like
web design and development, in its early years and iterations, guidelines and
best practices for apps are few and far between. Designing Apps for Success
provides web/app designers and developers with consistent app design practices
that result in timely, appropriate, and efficiently capable apps. This book covers
application lifecycle management that designers and developers use when
creating apps for themselves or the entities that hired them. From the early
discussions with a company as to how to what kind of app they want, to
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storyboarding, to developing cross platform, to troubleshooting, to publishing,
Designing Apps for Success gives a taut, concise, and pragmatic roadmap from
the beginning of the process all the way to the end. Developers and designers
will learn not only best practices on how to design an app but how to streamline
the process while not losing any quality on the end result. Other topics in this
book include: Case studies that best showcase the development process at work
(or not at work). Global examples of apps developed all over the world. Future
proofing your apps Post-publishing: Promoting and marketing your apps and
keeping it relevant. Consistent app design practices for consistently successful
results.
Designing For iPhone With almost half of the smartphone market share, the
iPhone is a concrete confirmation that its worth it to be a vanguardist in
technology. Designers that have familiarity with the Apple iOS are one step
ahead in designing mobile interfaces. If you want do discover trends and special
requirements that iPhone applications ask for, this eBook "Designing For iPhone"
is a must. TABLE OF CONTENTS - How to Create Your First iPhone Application
- Web Development For The iPhone And iPad: Getting Started - iPhone App
Design Trends - iPhone App Designs Reviewed: Critique Board and Lessons
Learned - iPhone Apps Design Mistakes: Over Blown Visuals - iPhone Apps
Design Mistakes: Disregard Of Context - Setting Up Photoshop For Web, App
and iPhone Development - Designing For iPhone 4 Retina Display: Techniques
And Workflow - Showcase of Designs Optimized for iPhone
“For those not ready to tackle the complexities of Objective-C, this is a great way
to get started building iPhone apps. If you know the basics of HTML, JavaScript,
and CSS, you’ll be building apps in no time.” –August Trometer, Owner of
FoggyNoggin Software, www.foggynoggin.com Discover the Easier, Faster Way
to Build High-Quality iPhone Applications Now, you don’t need to dive headfirst
into Objective-C to write state-of-the-art applications for the iPhone. You can use
web development tools and technologies you already know: JavaScript, HTML,
and CSS. In this book, long-time web and mobile application developer Lee S.
Barney shows you how to use the QuickConnect and PhoneGap frameworks to
create secure, high-quality, modular hybrid iPhone applications. Lee S. Barney
walks you through the entire hybrid iPhone development process, from creating
great user interfaces to compiling, deploying, and executing applications. Along
the way, he introduces techniques and sample code designed to streamline
development, eliminate complexity, optimize performance, and leverage all
iPhone’s native capabilities–from its accelerometer and GPS to its built-in
database. Coverage includes Using Dashcode and Xcode together to create
unique, exciting hybrid iPhone applications Using the QuickConnect JavaScript
API to perform tasks ranging from vibrating the phone to accessing the
accelerometer and GPS location data Accessing native iPhone functionality using
the PhoneGap JavaScript API Storing, retrieving, and managing data on the
iPhone, even without network access Using XMLHttpRequest to access or
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synchronize remote data and use web services Creating Google-based maps for
your own app that work like those you see in the iPhone’s Maps application This
book systematically lowers the barriers to iPhone development, enabling web
developers to build any iPhone application they can imagine without long
development cycles or steep learning curves!
The four-volume set LNCS 11583, 11584, 11585, and 11586 constitutes the
proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Design, User Experience,
and Usability, DUXU 2019, held as part of the 21st International Conference, HCI
International 2019, which took place in Orlando, FL, USA, in July 2019. The total
of 1274 papers and 209 posters included in the 35 HCII 2019 proceedings
volumes was carefully reviewed and selected from 5029 submissions. DUXU
2019 includes a total of 167 regular papers, organized in the following topical
sections: design philosophy; design theories, methods, and tools; user
requirements, preferences emotions and personality; visual DUXU; DUXU for
novel interaction techniques and devices; DUXU and robots; DUXU for AI and AI
for DUXU; dialogue, narrative, storytelling; DUXU for automated driving,
transport, sustainability and smart cities; DUXU for cultural heritage; DUXU for
well-being; DUXU for learning; user experience evaluation methods and tools;
DUXU practice; DUXU case studies.
The three-volume set LNCS 10918, 10919, and 10290 constitutes the
proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Design, User Experience,
and Usability, DUXU 2018, held as part of the 20th International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2018, in Las Vegas, NV, USA in July 2018.
The total of 1171 papers presented at the HCII 2018 conferences were carefully
reviewed and selected from 4346 submissions. The papers cover the entire field
of human-computer interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and
effective use of computers in a variety of applications areas. The total of 165
contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were carefully reviewed and
selected for inclusion in this three-volume set. The 50 papers included in this
volume are organized in topical sections on design, education and creativity,
GUI, visualization and image design, multimodal DUXU, and mobile DUXU.
iPhone games are hot! Just look at the numbers. Games make up over 25
percent of total apps and over 70 percent of the most popular apps. Surprised?
Of course not! Most of us have filled our iPhone or iPod touch with games, and
many of us hope to develop the next best-selling, most talked-about game.
You've probably already read and mastered Beginning iPhone 3 Development;
Exploring the iPhone SDK, the best-selling second edition of Apress's highly
acclaimed introduction to the iPhone and iPod touch by developers Dave Mark
and Jeff LaMarche. This book is the game-specific equivalent, providing you with
the same easy-to-follow, step-by-step approach, more deep technical insights,
and that familiar friendly style. While games are all about fun, at the same time,
they're serious business. With this Beginning iPhone Games Development book,
you're going to roll up your sleeves and get your hands dirty with some hardcore
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coding. While you may have written games before, this book will take you further,
immersing you in the following topics: Game graphics and animation with UIKit,
Quartz, Core Animation, and OpenGL ES Game audio with OpenAL,
MediaPlayer Framework, AV Foundation, and AudioSession Game networking
with GameKit, Bonjour, and Internet sharing For those looking for iPad game
development coverage and/or iOS 5 SDK specific game coverage, check out the
published Beginning iOS 5 Games Development by Lucas Jordan from Apress.
User interface design is a challenging, multi-disciplinary activity that requires
understanding a wide range of concepts and techniques that are often subjective
and even conflicting. Imagine how much it would help if there were a single
perspective that you could use to simplify these complex issues down to a small
set of objective principles. In UI is Communication, Everett McKay explains how
to design intuitive user interfaces by focusing on effective human communication.
A user interface is ultimately a conversation between users and technology. Welldesigned user interfaces use the language of UI to communicate to users
efficiently and naturally. They also recognize that there is an emotional human
being at the other end of the interaction, so good user interfaces strive to make
an emotional connection. Applying what you learn from UI is Communication will
remove much of the mystic, subjectiveness, and complexity from user interface
design, and help you make better design decisions with confidence. It’s the
perfect introduction to user interface design. Approachable, practical
communication-based guide to interaction and visual design that you can
immediately apply to projects to make solid design decisions quickly and
confidently Includes design makeovers so you can see the concepts in practice
with real examples Communication-based design process ties everything from
interaction to visual design together
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the
Fourth International Conference on Mobile Computing, Applications, and
Services (MobiCASE 2012) held in Seattle, Washington, USA, in October 2012.
The 18 revised full papers presented together with 9 revised poster papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 51 submissions. The conference papers are
organized in five topical sections, covering mobile application development, multidimensional interactions, system support and architecture, mobile applications,
and mobile services.
The three-volume set LNCS 9186, 9187, and 9188 constitutes the proceedings of
the 4th International Conference on Design, User Experience, and Usability,
DUXU 2015, held as part of the 17th International Conference on HumanComputer Interaction, HCII 2015, in Los Angeles, CA, USA, in August 2015,
jointly with 13 other thematically similar conferences. The total of 1462 papers
and 246 posters presented at the HCII 2015 conferences were carefully reviewed
and selected from 4843 submissions. These papers address the latest research
and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of
computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the
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entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing major advances in
knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of application areas. The
total of 132 contributions included in the DUXU proceedings were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in this three-volume set. The 67 papers
included in this volume are organized in topical sections on users in DUXU,
women in DUXU, information design, touch and gesture DUXU, mobile DUXU,
and wearable DUXU.
Learn Design for iOS Development is for you if you're an iOS developer and you
want to design your own apps to look great and be in tune with the latest Apple
guidelines. You'll learn how to design your apps to work with the exciting new iOS
7 look and feel, which your users expect within their latest apps. Learn Design for
iOS Development guides you through the design processes that you can apply to
design your own apps brilliantly. We'll start at the idea stages of your apps, and
you'll see how you can analyze and apply the right design patterns for every app
you are coding, use wireframing tools to take your ideas forward, and use
Photoshop to create the visual assets you want to look great in your app. You'll
understand why Apple have made the decisions they've made with the new iOS
7 interface and new HIG guidelines, and from that insight you'll be able to vision
and create your own apps, on iPhones and iPads, that work perfectly within the
new iOS 7 interface.
User experience design is the discipline of creating a useful and usable Web site
or application that’s easily navigated and meets the needs of the site owner and
its users. There’s a lot more to successful UX design than knowing the latest
Web technologies or design trends: It takes diplomacy, management skills, and
business savvy. That’s where the updated edition of this important book comes
in. With new information on design principles, mobile and gestural interactions,
content strategy, remote research tools and more, you’ll learn to: Recognize the
various roles in UX design, identify stakeholders, and enlist their support Obtain
consensus from your team on project objectives Understand approaches such as
Waterfall, Agile, and Lean UX Define the scope of your project and avoid mission
creep Conduct user research in person or remotely, and document your findings
Understand and communicate user behavior with personas Design and prototype
your application or site Plan for development, product rollout, and ongoing quality
assurance
With Pro iOS Web Design and Development, you’ll design websites and develop
web applications for iPhone and iPad using web standards deployed with Apple's
Safari browser. Utilizing the very latest web and mobile technologies and
releases, this book shows every web professional how to use HTML5 to do the
heavy lifting, CSS3 to create the look and feel, and JavaScript to add program
logic to their mobile sites and Web applications. In addition, you’ll learn how to
address the specific features made available through Apple's iOS, especially with
regard to designing Web-based touch-screen interfaces. Pro iOS Web Design
and Development will help you deliver rich mobile user experiences without
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compromise by optimizing your sites for WebKit and Safari, the de facto standard
for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.
The four-volume set LNCS 8517, 8518, 8519 and 8520 constitutes the
proceedings of the Third International Conference on Design, User Experience,
and Usability, DUXU 2014, held as part of the 16th International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2014, held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece in
June 2014, jointly with 13 other thematically similar conferences. The total of
1476 papers and 220 posters presented at the HCII 2014 conferences were
carefully reviewed and selected from 4766 submissions. These papers address
the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of
design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing
major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of
application areas. The total of 256 contributions included in the DUXU
proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this fourvolume set. The 76 papers included in this volume are organized in topical
sections on design for the web, design for the mobile experience, design of visual
information, design for novel interaction techniques and realities, games and
gamification.
Welcome to our multi-device world, a world where a user’s experience with one
application can span many devices—a smartphone, a tablet, a computer, the TV,
and beyond. This practical book demonstrates the variety of ways devices relate
to each other, combining to create powerful ensembles that deliver superior,
integrated experiences to your users. Learn a practical framework for designing
multi-device experiences, based on the 3Cs—Consistent, Complementary, and
Continuous approaches Graduate from offering everything on all devices, to
delivering the right thing, at the right time, on the best (available) device Apply
the 3Cs framework to the broader realm of the Internet of Things, and design
multi-device experiences that anticipate a fully connected world Learn how to
measure your multi-device ecosystem performance Get ahead of the curve by
designing for a more connected future
Designing the IPhone User ExperienceA User-centered Approach to Sketching
and Prototyping IPhone AppsAddison-Wesley Professional
The four-volume set LNCS 8517, 8518, 8519 and 8520 constitutes the
proceedings of the Third International Conference on Design, User Experience
and Usability, DUXU 2014, held as part of the 16th International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2014, held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece in
June 2014, jointly with 13 other thematically similar conferences. The total of
1476 papers and 220 posters presented at the HCII 2014 conferences were
carefully reviewed and selected from 4766 submissions. These papers address
the latest research and development efforts and highlight the human aspects of
design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of Human-Computer Interaction, addressing
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major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in a variety of
application areas. The total of 256 contributions included in the DUXU
proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this fourvolume set. The 66 papers included in this volume are organized in topical
sections on design theories, methods and tools; user experience evaluation;
heuristic evaluation; media and design; design and creativity.
Mobile devices allow users to remain connected with each other anytime and
anywhere, but flaws and limitations in the design of mobile interfaces have often
constituted frustrating obstacles to usability. Research and Design Innovations
for Mobile User Experience offers innovative design solutions for mobile humancomputer interfaces, addressing both challenges and opportunities in the field to
pragmatically improve the accessibility of mobile technologies. Through cuttingedge empirical studies and investigative cases, this reference book will enable
designers, developers, managers, and experts of mobile computer interfaces with
the most up-to-date tools and techniques for providing their users with an
outstanding mobile experience.
Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a recipe based
approach. Each recipe contains step-by-step instructions followed by an analysis
of what was done in each task and other useful information. The cookbook
approach means you can dive into whatever recipes you want in no particular
order. The iPhone Interface Cookbook is written from the ground up for people
who are new to iOS or application interface design in general. Each chapter
discusses the reasoning and design strategy behind critical interface
components, as well as how to best integrate each into any iPhone or iPad
application. Detailed and straight-forward recipes help give guidance and build
understanding far beyond what is offered through Apple's Human Interface
Guidelines.
So you've got an idea for an iPhone app -- along with everyone else on the
planet. Set your app apart with elegant design, efficient usability, and a healthy
dose of personality. This accessible, well-written guide shows you how to design
exceptional user experiences for the iPhone and iPod Touch through practical
principles and a rich collection of visual examples. Whether you're a designer,
programmer, manager, or marketer, Tapworthy teaches you to "think iPhone"
and helps you ask the right questions -- and get the right answers -- throughout
the design process. You'll explore how considerations of design, psychology,
culture, ergonomics, and usability combine to create a tapworthy app. Along the
way, you'll get behind-the-scenes insights from the designers of apps like
Facebook, USA Today, Twitterrific, and many others. Develop your ideas from
initial concept to finished design Build an effortless user experience that rewards
every tap Explore the secrets of designing for touch Discover how and why
people really use iPhone apps Learn to use iPhone controls the Apple way
Create your own personality-packed visuals
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